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  Differential Evolution: From Theory to Practice B. Vinoth
Kumar,Diego Oliva,P. N. Suganthan,2022-01-25 This book
addresses and disseminates state-of-the-art research and
development of differential evolution (DE) and its recent
advances, such as the development of adaptive, self-adaptive and
hybrid techniques. Differential evolution is a population-based
meta-heuristic technique for global optimization capable of
handling non-differentiable, non-linear and multi-modal objective
functions. Many advances have been made recently in differential
evolution, from theory to applications. This book comprises
contributions which include theoretical developments in DE,
performance comparisons of DE, hybrid DE approaches, parallel
and distributed DE for multi-objective optimization, software
implementations, and real-world applications. The book is useful
for researchers, practitioners, and students in disciplines such as
optimization, heuristics, operations research and natural
computing.
  XrossFit The war within Indranil Bhattacharya,
  The Saffron Storm Saba Naqvi,2024-02-15 The Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) enjoys a predominant position in Indian politics
today. In its journey from coalition to single-party rule, the BJP
has changed as much as India appears to have. Veteran journalist
Saba Naqvi tells the story of the party’s journey under two very
different prime ministers drawn from the same ideological family.
In 1998, the author attended the very modest swearing-in
ceremony of Atal Bihari Vajpayee in the courtyard of the
Rashtrapati Bhavan. In 2014, she was at a mega event at the
same venue when Narendra Modi was sworn in. The Saffron
Storm is both a first-person account of racy events as they
unfolded in the nation’s history and a work that raises larger
analytical points about the BJP’s growth. It examines the role of
the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh cadre and its equations with
elected leaders, the calibration of ideology, the issue of political
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finance and the social expansion of the party, as also the cults of
personality that would emerge around, first, Vajpayee and then,
more forcefully, around Modi. The book provides a riveting
account of the party’s journey from ‘untouchability’ (when allies
were unwilling to join) to its presumed ‘invincibility’ today. This
updated edition also describes the enforcement agencies’ action
against the party’s opponents, the increasingly centralized
command structure of the BJP and the implications of the
delimitation exercise due in 2026. The Saffron Storm is a
fascinating and readable dive into the contemporary history of the
BJP.
  Advances in Machine Learning and Data Mining for
Astronomy Michael J. Way,Jeffrey D. Scargle,Kamal M. Ali,Ashok
N. Srivastava,2012-03-29 Advances in Machine Learning and
Data Mining for Astronomy documents numerous successful
collaborations among computer scientists, statisticians, and
astronomers who illustrate the application of state-of-the-art
machine learning and data mining techniques in astronomy. Due
to the massive amount and complexity of data in most scientific
disciplines
  EJFS Episode 3: War of Storms (Elite Justice Force Squad
Series) Michael J. Beasley,2023-12-25 In the year 2025, four
months following the cataclysmic events of Episode Two, a rogue
search & recovery operation is carried out by a select faction of
Shadow State operatives known as the Storm Renegades
commando units. Their objective: locate and retrieve the hidden
EJFS strong box, containing a fragment of Vritra’s remains buried
at sea. The EJFS founder and chief commander, Khali Mehta
Sherpa, remains missing after being captured and imprisoned
somewhere in Siberia, Russia. The last person to see Khali was
his adoptive son, Singh Puneet Sherpa (a.k.a. Leon Evans), who
was contacted by impeached and convicted ex-POTUS Kenneth
Hill in a threatening phone call, ending with Singh receiving a
media message showing Khali strung, bound, and gagged inside a
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cargo ship named the Siberia King while en route to Belfast,
Northern Ireland. Star EJFS Agent Abhu Dhuval Sandeep (a.k.a.
Caleb Porter), now entering his second year since his enlistment
into the superagency, supports his grieving best friend as they
aim to facilitate the rescue of Khali. Little did they know that
Khali is the catalyst to bring about world destruction and
extinction to pave the way for the elite tier of society to live a
post-apocalyptic life of paradise. Will Abhu, Singh, and the rest of
the EJFS find and save Khali and the world before it’s too late? ----
-- The story opens with a new rogue group of commandos on a
search & recovery operation to locate and retrieve the strongbox
containing Vritra's relic with assistance from naval officers in the
Arctic Ocean. The strongbox containing the lost fragmented
vestige was buried at sea to prevent another dragon apocalypse
from imperiling the Earth. Newly inaugurated President Wes
Grisham and his cabinet work to avert crises involving the EJFS
and numerous foreign nationals based in the UK and Russia.
Unbeknownst to the Grisham administration, a mole operative
was in their midst and awaited the signal to strike at the most
opportune moment. ------ The compromised US Secretary of State,
Pamela Harsh, routinely abused her authority for personal and
political gain. As a rogue government official aligned with what's
remaining of The Shadow State, she reformed new factions of the
US military by seeking the assistance of Gordon Crowley, a
British national leading the Storm Renegades. The nefarious
malefactors work with multiple bad actors to subvert the EJFS on
all fronts. The decimated Shadow State faction has been
continually operating secretly in a plot to bring back Vritra and
use ex-POTUS Kenneth Hill's political prisoner, Khali Mehta
Sherpa, as the catalyst for the War of Storms endgame. ------
Impeached and convicted ex-POTUS Kenneth Hill remains exiled
at his private London estate during the height of the War of
Storms operations. Hill's lust for revenge plagued his mind and
influenced his decision-making. Working overseas via encrypted
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messaging correspondence, Kenneth Hill seeks the assistance of
the former Counterintelligence Response Bureau, James Wade
Matthews, while under house arrest in his New York apartment.
The Elite Justice Force Squad's intent to bring all the malefactors
to face true justice and to get Khali safely home and back with the
EJFS was the top priority of the superagency. ------ The grand
conclusion of the original EJFS trilogy has arrived as Abhu and
his best friend, Singh, lead the charge to locate and rescue Khali
after his capture and imprisonment four months prior. Together,
they encounter multiple obstacles to liberate the EJFS founder.
With the deck stacked against the duo, will Abhu and Singh
overcome impossible odds to save Khali and avert world
catastrophe again? ------ The journey spans Atlanta, Norfolk, New
York City, Belfast, Dublin, London, Moscow, Oblastnaya, Siberia,
and Amsterdam.
  Hybrid Intelligent Systems Ajith Abraham,Pranab Kr.
Muhuri,Azah Kamilah Muda,Niketa Gandhi,2018-03-15 This book
includes recent research on Hybrid Intelligent Systems. It
presents 35 selected papers from the 17th edition of the
International Conference on Hybrid Intelligent Systems (HIS),
which was held in Delhi, India from December 14 to 16, 2017.
Reflecting the awareness in the respective academic communities
that combined approaches are essential to solving the remaining
tough problems in computational intelligence, the HIS is a
premier conference focused on the hybridization of intelligent
systems. The book offers a valuable reference guide for all
researchers, students and practitioners in the fields of Computer
Science and Engineering.
  Acts Ajith Fernando,2010-12-21 The NIV Application
Commentary helps you communicate and apply biblical text
effectively in today's context. Faith and action: that inseparable
link is a golden thread running through Acts. In 2,000 years, one
thing hasn't changed: God's heart for lost people. As long as he
acts on their behalf, he will call us to play an integral part in his
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deeds. Acts lifts us up out of the armchair and spurs us to
kingdom action, trusting that God will be with us. Ajith Fernando
shares perspectives on the book of Acts that reveal its enduring
relevance for our twenty first-century lives. To bring the ancient
messages of the Bible into today's context, each passage is
treated in three sections: Original Meaning. Concise exegesis to
help readers understand the original meaning of the biblical text
in its historical, literary, and cultural context. Bridging Contexts.
A bridge between the world of the Bible and the world of today,
built by discerning what is timeless in the timely pages of the
Bible. Contemporary Significance. This section identifies
comparable situations to those faced in the Bible and explores
relevant application of the biblical messages. The author alerts
the readers of problems they may encounter when seeking to
apply the passage and helps them think through the issues
involved. This unique, award-winning commentary is the ideal
resource for today's preachers, teachers, and serious students of
the Bible, giving them the tools, ideas, and insights they need to
communicate God's Word with the same powerful impact it had
when it was first written.
  Twisted Tales Ajith Ram,2017-10-14 Stories with unexpected
endings THE CHAT ROOM A sex obsessed college student meets
a beautiful girl on an online chat room. He finally locates her real
address and agrees to meet her at a sex party. THE GUIDE A
young nun from Britain arrives in a secluded village in the middle
of the Himalayan jungle. She is met by a Christian pastor who
offers to guide her to the mission hospital nearby. But he has a
big secret. A NEW CHRISTMAS CAROL In the middle of one of
the worst snow storms of the century, just before Christmas, a
mysterious stranger arrives at a British-style bed and breakfast
hotel in Chicago. BOX OF CHOCOLATES I want her dead, an ex-
Royal Marine tells his best friend. Dead and buried by the New
Year. After the murder, the killer gets a surprise. THE
STAIRCASE An American family that has just moved into a new
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home finds something strange about their wooden staircase. IN
MEMORIAM A man grieves for his beloved. But who really is his
lover?
  Computational Science - ICCS 2001 Vassil N. Alexandrov,Jack
J. Dongarra,Benjoe A. Juliano,Rene S. Renner,C.J.Kenneth
Tan,2003-05-15 LNCS volumes 2073 and 2074 contain the
proceedings of the International Conference on Computational
Science, ICCS 2001, held in San Francisco, California, May 27-31,
2001. The two volumes consist of more than 230 contributed and
invited papers that reflect the aims of the conference to bring
together researchers and scientists from mathematics and
computer science as basic computing disciplines, researchers
from various application areas who are pioneering advanced
application of computational methods to sciences such as physics,
chemistry, life sciences, and engineering, arts and humanitarian
fields, along with software developers and vendors, to discuss
problems and solutions in the area, to identify new issues, and to
shape future directions for research, as well as to help industrial
users apply various advanced computational techniques.
  NIVAC Bundle 6: Gospels, Acts Michael J. Wilkins,David E.
Garland,Darrell L. Bock,Gary M. Burge,Ajith
Fernando,2015-11-03 The NIV Application Commentary helps you
communicate and apply biblical text effectively in today’' context.
To bring the ancient messages of the Bible into today's world,
each passage is treated in three sections: Original Meaning.
Concise exegesis to help readers understand the original meaning
of the biblical text in its historical, literary, and cultural context.
Bridging Contexts. A bridge between the world of the Bible and
the world of today, built by discerning what is timeless in the
timely pages of the Bible. Contemporary Significance. This
section identifies comparable situations to those faced in the
Bible and explores relevant application of the biblical messages.
The author alerts the readers of problems they may encounter
when seeking to apply the passage and helps them think through
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the issues involved. This unique, award-winning commentary is
the ideal resource for today's preachers, teachers, and serious
students of the Bible, giving them the tools, ideas, and insights
they need to communicate God's Word with the same powerful
impact it had when it was first written.
  All Dogs Great and Small Graeme Hall,2021-02-18 The
Sunday Times bestseller Have you ever wished you could get the
dog in your life to behave better? With experience of training over
5,000 dogs of every breed, Graeme Hall has formulated the
golden rules that every dog owner needs to know and he's here to
share them with you. In chapters on getting a puppy, kids and
dogs, separation anxiety and so much more, Graeme recounts his
hard-won, often hilarious success stories and reveals a solution
for every dog-related worry. His simple, tried and tested lesson
will help you understand your dog and drive better behaviours.
The Dogfather has seen it all and he's here to share his secrets.
  Kingdom Without Borders Miriam Adeney,2015-08-10 The
twenty-first century has opened with a rapidly changing map of
Christianity. While its influence is waning in some of its
traditional Western strongholds, it is growing at a phenomenal
pace in the global South. And yet this story has largely eluded the
corporate news brokers of the West. Layered as it is with
countless personal and corporate stories of remarkable faith and
witness, it nevertheless lies ghostlike behind the newsprint and
webpages of our print media, outside the camera's vision on the
network evening news. Miriam Adeney has lived, traveled and
ministered widely. She has walked with Christians in and from
the far reaches of the globe. As she pulls back the veil on real
Christians--their faith, their hardships, their triumphs and, yes,
their failures--an inspiring and challenging story of a kingdom
that knows no borders takes shape. This is a book that coaxes us
out of our comfortable lives. It beckons us to expand our vision
and experience of the possibilities and promise of a faith that
continues to shape lives, communities and nations.
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  A Collection of Articles by Ajith Samaranayake Ajith
Samaranayake,2012
  Intelligent Systems Design and Applications Ajith
Abraham,Aswani Kumar Cherukuri,Patricia Melin,Niketa
Gandhi,2019-04-13 This book highlights recent research on
Intelligent Systems and Nature Inspired Computing. It presents
212 selected papers from the 18th International Conference on
Intelligent Systems Design and Applications (ISDA 2018) and the
10th World Congress on Nature and Biologically Inspired
Computing (NaBIC), which was held at VIT University, India.
ISDA-NaBIC 2018 was a premier conference in the field of
Computational Intelligence and brought together researchers,
engineers and practitioners whose work involved intelligent
systems and their applications in industry and the “real world.”
Including contributions by authors from over 40 countries, the
book offers a valuable reference guide for all researchers,
students and practitioners in the fields of Computer Science and
Engineering.
  Heart Chakra Pramod Kandanarachchi,Sampath (Sam)
Dissanayake,2018-06-05 This work of fiction-written in an
uncomplicated mode-is a simple story of one man and his pursuit
of happiness. His twenty-year journey from the mountain citadel
of Kandy, a charming city in Sri Lanka, to the multicultural
enclave of Toronto, takes him through love, spirituality and
terror-three entities that may not usually act in concert. This
novel makes diametrically opposite characters cross paths, whose
lives are intertwined mainly through deception and savagery. Still
it is written with the potential of love and compassion in human
heart kept alive. So, the book is named 'Heart Chakra'.
  MCA Entrances Solved Papers 2022 Amit M
Agarwal,2021-08-12 1. The book ‘MCA Entrances Solved Papers’
is a complete practice package 2. Carries last 9 years questions to
get acquainted with the paper pattern 3. Various other institutes
papers are also given 4. Well detailed answers are given for every
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question Presenting the completely revised edition of “MCA
Entrances Solved Papers 2020-2011” – which is designed to
provide the most updated practice material that helps you to get
through MCA Entrances. As the name of the title suggests, this
book has last 10 previous years’ solved papers from 2020-2011
along with fully explained solutions giving insight of pattern, type
and level of questions asked in the exams that will help aspirants
to regenerate their knowledge in a single shot. This result-
oriented practice book will enhance the understanding level by
promoting wide range of questions of different levels in this
single book. Ultimately, it will make you able to qualify your
upcoming MCA Entrance. TOC NIMCET MCA Solved paper 2020,
BHU MCA Solved Paper 2020, NIMCET MCA Solved Paper
[2019-2011], IIT JAM MCA Solved Paper 2012 & Solved Paper
2010, JNU MCA Solved Paper 2019-2013, PUNE MCA Solved
Paper 2017 & 2015, BHU MCA Solved Paper [2019-2011], KIITEE
MCA Solved Paper 2012 & 2011, Other Regional MCA Entrances:
MP MCA Solved Paper 2014, HCU MCA Solved Paper Solved
Paper 2015 & 2013, AMU MCA Solved paper 2011
   ,
  Off the Record Ajith Pillai,2014-07-25 `[Ajith?s book] is the
first full account I have seen between hard covers which is
exclusively about a journalist?s adventures and journeys in the
field... An extraordinary first ?rough draft of history?, a portrait of
India from the 80s to the present time.? ? Vinod Mehta `Ajith
Pillai?s account of his journalistic odyssey covers the period of
India?s Great Transformation from the 1980s to the present. He
does so with incisive wit and insight into a breathtaking range of
issues. This ought to be a handbook for all aspiring journalists,
since Pillai is an enemy of sycophantic corporate ideology and
craven submissiveness to wealth and power which characterize
most of today?s celebritywriters.? ? Jeremy Seabrook, British
author and columnist In a journalist?s career, the best stories can
seldom be published? Veteran journalist Ajith Pillai?s colourful
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career spanning nearly three decades has taken him from the
murky underworld of Bombay to the icy heights of Kargil; yet, the
reports he has written are only half the story. Now, for the first
time, the `off-the-record? experiences that never found their way
to print are presented in this witty and engaging memoir.
Beginning with a call from a furious Chota Shakeel, Dawood
Ibrahim?s right-hand man, asking him to retract a story on `Bhai?
or face the consequence, Ajith takes the reader on a journey that
sees him guide V.S. Naipaul to meet the `boys? from the
underworld; follow the sensuous Silk Smitha around Bombay on a
New Year?s eve; witness the first shots of Operation Vijay during
the Kargil War; track, along with a colleague, a Brigadier accused
of high treason across the country; stumble upon embarrassed
Congressmen in Kamathipura, Bombay?s red-light district;
discover who was actually pulling the strings during Vajpayee?s
tenure as PM; and coordinate the coverage of the multimillion
dollar Scorpene submarine scam and the sensational Radia tapes.
Written with Ajith?s trademark wry humour, these real stories,
often more entertaining than fiction, are a testament to a
journalist?s life, as well as a comment on the changing nature of
the effervescent Indian media.
  Emerging Technologies in Data Mining and Information
Security Ajith Abraham,Paramartha Dutta,Jyotsna Kumar
Mandal,Abhishek Bhattacharya,Soumi Dutta,2018-09-01 The book
features research papers presented at the International
Conference on Emerging Technologies in Data Mining and
Information Security (IEMIS 2018) held at the University of
Engineering & Management, Kolkata, India, on February 23–25,
2018. It comprises high-quality research by academics and
industrial experts in the field of computing and communication,
including full-length papers, research-in-progress papers, case
studies related to all the areas of data mining, machine learning,
IoT and information security.
  Lessons from COVID-19 Arturas Kaklauskas,Ajith
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Abraham,Kingsley Okoye,Shankru Guggari,2022-06-18 Lessons
from COVID-19: Impact on Healthcare Systems and Technology
uncovers the impact that COVID-19 has made on healthcare and
technology industries. State-of-the-art case studies, empirical
research, and new trends in technology-mediated solution are
discussed to help inform and guide readers in understanding the
effects that the COVID-19 outbreak has had across healthcare
and technology industries. The book discusses challenges to
identify vaccines, changes in legislation on clinical trials and re-
purposing of licensed drugs, effects on primary healthcare, best
practices adopted by different countries to control the pandemic,
and different effects on patients within diverse age groups and
comorbidities. In addition, the book covers technology-mediated
solutions and infrastructures applied, digital transformations,
modeling techniques, statistical projections, and the benefits and
use of cloud computing and artificial intelligence. This is a
valuable resource for healthcare professionals, medical doctors,
researchers and graduate students from both biomedical and
technological fields who are interested in learning more about the
use of new technologies to fight a pandemic. Discusses the effects
of COVID-19 on healthcare and technology Presents case studies
and state-of-the-art research and technologies to help readers
effectively understand the effects of COVID-19 Empowers
researchers to work on effective hypothesis to test the disruptions
and changes that have occurred as a result of COVID-19 Bridges
practical and theoretical gaps in terms of lessons learned during
COVID-19 in the healthcare and technology sectors
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